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Moving Forward

End of Project
It just might be the end of the road for taxpayer-subsidized megaprojects, clearcut logging

Delores Broten

which strip-mines the mountainsides, fossil fuel addiction and subservience to foreign corporations.
It’s not the end of our project to turn British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest into a set of sustainable ecosystems.
That’s a long term project and it may take hundreds of
years. For sure it’s going to take everything we’ve got,
all our ingenuity, our courage, our generosity, and our
perseverance.
We at the Watershed Sentinel and our readers are
determined to just “keep on truckin,” encouraging
and nurturing the hundreds of small changes which
add up to a mighty big culture shift. Piece by piece,
businesses, co-operatives, new technologies, old frugalities, conflicts and collaborations — the change
we seek is so big that it’s going to take every trick in
the social change book, and some that haven’t been
invented yet.
A hundred years from now, we hope we wouldn’t
recognise the place where we have witnessed so many
scars and hurts to a magnificient land. We’re hoping
we foresee the birth of a new, ecologically sane society, with elegant technology, a thoughtful, caring civic life, and time,
respect, and space for all the peoples.
We also hope that the creatures, — plants, animals, fish and all the little critters — who share this wonderful part of
the planet with us will feel right at home, and downright comfortable in those sustainable future spaces. It’s not going to be
easy but too much and too many depend on us. Let’s thank each other, and roll up our sleeves.
Your subscription keeps us in print. Subscribe now.
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W

atershed, noun. wa·ter·shed [wáwtər
shèd] (plural wa·ter·sheds)
region draining into river or ocean: the land
area that drains into a particular lake, river, or
ocean

S

entinel, noun. sen·ti·nel [séntən’l,
sént’nəl] (plural sen·ti·nels)
sentry: a guard or lookout

The Watershed Sentinel keeps watch
and informs.
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LETTERS

From Our Readers
If schools were oil companies...

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Why is it that when teachers ask for more money for
schools and a small pay increase for themselves, we have
to go through all of this mess. But when the oil companies
want more money (on top of already record profits), they
just raise their prices and too bad for all the rest of us. If we
want access to our own Canadian oil, we have to pay the oil
industry what it demands, no questions asked.
‘Our’ governments take no action. There are no Supreme Court decisions. There is no comment in the media.
There are no ‘illegal’ actions. The oil companies have the
‘right’ to charge us what they want for OUR oil, and then
take our money and give it to those who ‘own’ the industry,
mostly foreigners.
But when it comes to money for our schools the government changes the rules to make it illegal. The media
never asks the real questions. And the courts support the
status quo.
I think these are questions we should be thinking about
because it goes to the heart of who is running our country
and what our society is all about.

Why can the oil companies do what they want to us?
Why are working people so tightly controlled? Why is
profit always good, pay increases always impossible to
afford?
Here in BC, a 10 cent per litre increase in the price of
gas means almost $300 million a year out of our pockets
and into the pockets of the oil companies (assuming 1 1/2
million vehicles in BC, each driving 12,000 miles a year,
getting 25 mpg).
This is more than enough money to solve the schools
problem in BC ... and we’ve given all the money to the oil
companies. Aren’t we nice.
Jack Etkin, Victoria BC

What’s News At the Watershed Sentinel
Subscriptions have been pouring in for the last
month, keeping us busy on the database. Welcome and a
very big thanks to all of the new subscribers — remember we want to hear from you about your thoughts, your
dreams, and what you would like to see in the magazine.
If you haven’t got around to subscribing yet, please do so,
and give a gift to a friend. We rely on subscriptions to pay
our costs, and we are printing fewer free copies these days,
so you can do a good deed, AND make sure you don’t miss
our next issue.

up, just drop an email to editor@watershedsentinel.ca or
phone 1-877-421-6688.
Welcome to Terri Smith, who is taking over from
Kathy Smail as advertising rep. You can reach Terri at
ads@watershedsentinel.ca or 1-877-421-6688. Our ad
rate sheet is posted at www.watershedsentinel.ca and we
are happy to accommodate your advertising interests.
Our new format with the gloss cover has garnered
lots of surprised compliments. It’s one more step in the
slow development of this magazine, and yes, that splashy
cover is printed on 100% post consumer recycled, process
chlorine free paper.

You asked if you can get both a hard copy of the
Watershed Sentinel mailed to you, and also have access
to the current issue as an electronic version posted on the
internet for subscribers. The answer is yes: so long as you
are a subscriber, we are happy to send you the user id and
password so you can download the magazine. Drop an
email to orders@watershedsentinel.ca.

Editor Delores Broten is celebrating another milestone in the development of the magazine — Last month
for the first time in fifteen years, the Watershed Sentinel
was able to pay her an honourarium towards the time she
donates to this labour of love.

Help with publishing: Members Wanted! We are
still inviting all subscribers to become members of the
Watershed Sentinel Educational Society, the non-profit
which publishes the magazine. Your membership will
show that a substantial number of people care about and
support the magazine and other environmental educational media. That will help us as we look for funds to supplement our publishing budget. Become a publisher! To sign
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Look for our January 2006 issue in the mail the first
week of January. See you then, and meanwhile, enjoy the
holiday season and time to be with your friends and family. Remember, it is still a beautiful world, and you have a
right to be here.
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FROM THE EDITOR
Waiting for Evolution

T

he system has always persecuted those fighting for rights; the suffering of slaves, conquered and colonized people, women, has been just
breath-taking over the millennia. And now it’s the environmentalists’
turn. Of course, from the tree sit over a parking lot at BC’s Cathedral
Grove to the negotiating table for millions of hectares on the Central
Coast, from the bridge of the Sea Shepherd to the local car dealership hit
by a Ford Day of Action, enviros of all stripes and convictions do insist
on speaking truth to power.
The emperor has no clothes, they say, while tangling with the FBI or
embattled in civil litigation. To some extent, although it is crushing that
the movement in Canada has never been so disempowered and bereft
of influence, it does mean the message is getting through. The more the
brutes have temper tantrums, the more clear it is that they, too, get it.
The economic system and the natural world are on a collision course.
As Ronald Wright has pointed out in A Short History of Progress, this
has happened to many civilizations, who generally react by doing more
of whatever they are doing that wrings ecological disaster from great accomplishment.
This time, we can see it clearly. As enviros, we can only continue to
witness. We can hold to our vision of other realities. As a species, we can
only wait to see if we can evolve fast enough to save our own skins. It’s a
fascinating, scary, exciting time to be alive.
Delores Broten, Whaletown BC

In Memorium
With heavy hearts we remember that a tragic accident on September
18 claimed the life of our dear friend and comrade, Yendor Hurst.
Yendor will be known to many in the environmental community
for his strong support of Friends of Clayoquot Sound, Reach for
Unbleached and the Watershed Sentinel, especially in the area
of internet support. Yendor served as webmaster for Reach for
Unbleached and the Watershed Sentinel from 1995 to 2004. Yendor
was known for his drum works and gallery, featuring handmade
drums, natural African products, and drum carving workshops. His
import business of shea butter supported a women’s co-operative in
Ghana, and helped preserve the trees.

When you want your message to reach thousands
of concerned and active readers, please
contact us for our rate sheet and media kit, at
ads@watershedsentinel.ca or phone 1-877-4216688. Next issue ad deadline: December 28th.
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A Bad Deal for Canadians

opens the door to lower environmental standards, selfregulation by industry, environmental protection taking
a permanent back seat to private profit; pitting provinces
against each other in seeking investments, resulting in an
environmental race-to-the-bottom; and the withdrawal of
the federal government from any meaningful enforcement
of environmental laws.
Canada is now one of the worst environmental performers among industrialized nations. Canada ranks 28th
out of the 30 member countries of the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development based on 29 key
environmental indicators such as energy consumption, water consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, air pollutants,
pesticide use, and amount of protected areas. This study
was conducted by an independent team of multidisciplinary
researchers at Simon Fraser University under the direction
of Dr. Thomas Gunton.
The groups are calling for the government to reject the
Statement and instead establish effective and enforceable
national environmental standards.
—National Statement via
New Brunswick Conservation Council, November 2005

On December 12th the Canadian Council of Ministers
of the Environment (CCME) intends to formalize a federalprovincial agreement entitled the “Commitment Statement
on Environmental Sustainability in Canada,” which the
CCME claims will increase environmental protection. But
a coalition of most major environmental organizations in
English Canada says the proposed agreement entrenches a
lack of meaningful national environmental standards and

QUADRA CREDIT UNION

Discovery Organics

The Discovery Island’s Full Service
Financial Cooperative

W

e are buying this advertising space
in the Watershed Sentinel because we
believe that there must be strong and
passionate voices speaking the truth; for
our children, for the trees, the ocean, for
the spirit of life that fills us all. We believe
that the Watershed Sentinel, which brings
news, ideas and wisdom from around the
Strait, and around the world, is one of the
collective voices that must be sustained.

Serving our members since 1941

Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327
Cortes Island Office – 250 935 6617

www.quadracu.com

D

iscovery Organics is a small, B.C.
company, distributing certified organic
whole foods and the loving production of
over 90 Certified Organic farms in B.C. to
consumer buying groups and retail stores
across the West.
For more information, contact us at

1-877-299-1683 or
info@discoveryorganics.ca

Affordable Organic Food
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Opening Up to Offshore Oil & Gas
Federal government decision threatens Canada’s marine life

Environmental groups from
coast to coast condemned the federal government in mid-November for
eliminating regulations it had recently
put in place to protect Canada’s marine life.
Federal Environment Minister
Stéphane Dion has announced that
the first exploratory drilling in an
offshore area will no longer require a
comprehensive study under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.
Ocean drilling will now only require
a screening.
This erosion of a full environmental assessment procedure reflects
demands from industry to make it
easier to conduct business, but it
may have serious implications for the

“The government has
made a complete U-turn
here.”
marine ecosystem. “There is nothing
positive about weakening the public
and regulatory overview of industry
activities in our oceans. The oil and
gas industry doesn’t have a good
track record and we cannot assume
they will police themselves,” says
Gretchen Fitzgerald, Marine Campaigner at the Ecology Action Centre
in Halifax.
“This is a disappointing move
by the government that caters to the
oil industry while failing to care for
Canada’s marine mammals and fish

Rising acidity levels will change ocean life
Steadily increasing levels of seawater acidity could re-shape strategic food
chains in the polar and sub-Antarctic marine ecosystems earlier than predicted,
according to research published in Nature.
“Within 50 to 100 years, there could be severe
consequences for marine calcifying organisms,
which build their external skeletal material out
of calcium carbonate, the basic building block
of limestone,” says Australian scientist, Dr Richard
Matear of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO).
“Because these organisms provide essential food and
habitat to others, their demise could affect entire ocean ecosystems,” he says.
Species most threatened are cold-water calcifying organisms, including sea
urchins, cold-water corals, coralline algae, and plankton known as pteropods—
winged snails that drift through surface waters.
Carbon dioxide, considered the primary source of greenhouse warming,
promotes acidity and affects the concentration of calcium carbonate.
The Southern Ocean is recognised as a ‘sink’ - where more carbon dioxide
is absorbed into the ocean than anywhere else. The oceans absorb about one
third of carbon dioxide, and since about 1800, nearly 50 per cent of this has
been absorbed in the Southern Ocean.
The process of carbon dioxide uptake or absorption at the ocean surface
occurs most effectively in high wind and storm conditions, especially in regions
between 45S and 65S. The carbon dioxide is carried by currents and eddies
into the interior of the ocean and stored away for hundreds or thousands of
years. Until now, recent predictions of future change in surface ocean conditions have been averaged across the globe or specifically in tropical oceans
where reef-building corals are abundant.
—Press Release, CSIRO, September 2005
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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stocks,” says Bill Wareham, acting
director of marine conservation with
the David Suzuki Foundation. “At a
time when we need the government
to lead the way in sustainability, they
have abandoned a precautionary approach. Our marine environment is
already under stress, this will only
make matters worse.”
Sierra Club of Canada east coast
marine campaigner Bruno Marcocchio is equally dumbfounded by the
news. “The government has made
a complete U-turn here. Two years
ago, they saw the wisdom of comprehensive studies prior to exploratory
drilling. With the first comprehensive
study barely completed, it makes no
sense to backtrack on this requirement.”
One exploratory well can impact
a distance as far as 1000 metres from
the drill site. Spills and blowouts can
also occur during the investigative
phase. For example, in August 2004,
354,000 litres of drilling mud leaked
out of an exploratory well off the coast
of Nova Scotia. As a result, more than
three hectares of seafloor was smothered by the spill.
Hazards like this make people
in British Columbia nervous about
offshore oil and gas activities. “If
the federal government is making
exploration easier for the oil and gas
industry, it is a good thing we have
a moratorium in BC,” says Oonagh
O’Connor, offshore oil and gas campaigner with Living Oceans Society.
“We must remember that the people
of this province have sent a clear message to government that they do not
want offshore oil and gas exploration
on the West Coast.”
—Press Release, , November 2005
Ecology Action Centre, Halifax,
Sierra Club of Canada, Ottawa,
Living Oceans Society, Sointula
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Heeding the Law of the Land
by Kenny Ausubel

Excerpt from the opening speech of the 16th annual Bioneers Conference, which took place
in October in Rafael, Calif. and 16 locations across the continent including Vancouver BC
A friend of mine in Texas had a hobby of doing grave
rubbings. She favored old, out-of-the-way cemeteries, the
final resting places of the notably not rich and famous. She
would place a large piece of thin paper over the tombstone
and rub it with charcoal to take an impression. My favorite
was one that was roughly chiseled, obviously home made.
The epitaph said simply, “I told you I was sick.”
That’s what the Earth is telling us….

They identified themselves with a movement of “one
no and many yeses.” The “no” was to the concentration of
wealth and the distribution of poverty, to the whole world
becoming one company town. “In the world we want,” they
said, “everyone fits. In the world we want, many worlds fit.
A world capable of containing all the worlds. The struggle
has many paths and it has but one destiny: To be one with
all the colors which clothe the earth.”
“The path we have chosen,” they said, “is just one, not
Now disaster capitalism has come home to the Gulf
the only one. We invite people to do the same, not to rise
Coast. This is the world the people of the majority world call
up in arms, but to struggle for a truly free and democratic
the Fourth World War.
government that can fulfill the aspirations of each and
But the reality on the ground is that the wheels are
every person.”
coming off the globalized race to loot the commons. SiBe realistic: Demand the impossible, the saying goes.
multaneously, a uniquely diverse and
Impossibly, the Zapatista uprising
pervasive resistance is arising around
helped topple Mexico’s corrupt
Be realistic:
the world. “The globalization of disseventy-five-year single-party rule.
Demand the impossible.
sent,” Arundhati Roy calls it. ImIt placed the rights of the indigprobably, it first pierced the myth of
enous at the center of Mexican poliglobalization’s inevitability in Mexico on New Year’s Day,
tics for the first time since the Conquest 500 years ago. As
1994, the day the North American Free Trade Agreement
Zapatista spokesman and military leader Subcommandante
took effect.
Marcos said, “It is not necessary to conquer the world. It is
On that day in Chiapas, armed with a few AK-47’s
sufficient to make it new.”
and fake wooden rifles, a ragtag army composed mostly
of Mayan Indians wearing ski masks declared autonomous
The Rand Institute warned that in this new kind of
zones and burned land records. Calling NAFTA a “death
war - netwar, the war of the network - “The war of the flea
sentence,” some of the world’s most ancient indigenous
can quickly turn into the war of the swarm.” That swarm
survivors rejected the privatization policy that was about to
has magnified into the “other superpower,” quite likely the
extinguish even their precarious threadbare subsistence and
biggest movement in the history of the world. Paul Hawken
nominal rights. These Zapatistas challenged the authority
calls it “humanity’s immune response to resist and heal poof national government officials, whom they called globalilitical corruption, economic disease and ecological loss.” It
zation’s local “company managers.”
is a quest for justice, for freedom, for dignity. It is a quest
Their message was simple: Ya Basta: Enough is
for human rights and the rights of nature.
enough. They refused to be history. They said they took
As Naomi Klein wrote, “This is a global call to revoluup weapons only to be heard. They wore masks to be seen.
tion that tells you not to wait for the revolution, only to stand
They were willing to die to defend their lands, culture and
where you stand, to fight with your own weapon - a video
traditions. They chose dignity over oblivion.
cam, words, ideas, hope. Yes, you can try this at home.”
Fourteen days after the armed struggle began, the
What we the American people need, what the land
rebels declared a ceasefire. They said their intention was
needs and what the world needs is to reclaim democratic
never to replace one ruling power with another. They degovernance and restore the public trust. We have a lot of
clined to form a political party. Mexican civil society arose
work to do. We need to reinvent our infrastructure to harspontaneously and called adamantly for peace from both
monize with nature’s infrastructure. We need to align busisides, and for justice. The Zapatistas seized the moment to
ness with biology. We need fairness and equity and good
transform guerrilla war into guerrilla theater. The word bejobs. As Paul Hawken wrote, “If we are to save what is wild,
came their weapon. Their words resonated in perfect pitch
what is irreplaceable and majestic in nature, then ironically
with a nascent global democracy movement.
Continued on Page 23
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Have You Heard
planned installation of all generators should not exceed 50
kW.
Customers must pay for the meters but will receive
credit for the power they feed into the electricity network
—http://www.hydroonenetworks.com

Top court upholds pesticide bylaws

T

he Supreme Court of Canada announced in
mid-November that it has rejected the pesticide
industry’s last gasp effort to challenge the City of
Toronto’s pesticide by-law. The bylaw was passed in order
to reduce the non-essential use of pesticides within the city
and was appealed by Croplife Canada, an industry association that represents the manufacturers and applicators of
pesticide products. Croplife lost in the lower court and at
the Ontario Court of Appeal, and now the Supreme Court
will not hear Croplife’s appeal, thus ending the challenge.
“The courts have consistently supported the right of
municipalities to pass laws protecting the health and safety
of residents. The Supreme Court’s decision refusing to hear
the appeal has affirmed the City’s program to minimize the
non-essential use of pesticides,” said Dr. David McKeown,
Toronto’s Medical Officer of Health.
The Toronto pesticide by-law was closely patterned after a similar by-law passed by the Town of Hudson, Quebec
fourteen years ago. That by-law was upheld by the Supreme
Court of Canada in 2001 in a landmark decision that strongly endorsed the power of municipal governments to restrict
the use of pesticides within their communities.
The phase-in of the by-law enforcement began this
year. Homeowners and renters may be fined for non-compliance starting in September 2007: http://www.toronto.ca/
health.
—Toronto Public Health, Sierra
Legal Defence Fund, November 2005

Truckers choose hydrogen power

H

undreds of of semitrailer trucks zipping along
North American highways are now powered in
part by hydrogen. These 18-wheelers make hydrogen as they go, eliminating the need for high-pressure,
cryogenic storage tanks or hydrogen filling stations, which,
by the way, don’t yet exist. The trucks are saving up to 10%
of their fuel costs, $700 a month with an add on device that
uses the trucks alternator to create hydrogen from distilled
water, on board as they go. At $4000 to $15,000, the device
pays for itself in no time. As a big side benefit, the hydrogen
burns clean and air pollution is decreased too.
htttp://www.wired.com/news/autotech,
November 2005

Ontario goes to net metering for all

O

ntario Hydro One’s new Net Metering program offers residential, farm, and business customers the
opportunity to lower their electricity bills by using
environmentally sound Renewable Energy Technologies
(“RETs”).
The new Net Metering program is available to most
electricity customers who want to install a Renewable Energy Technology generating system at their site. The types
of RETs eligible for this program include moving water (hydro, tidal and wave power), biomass, geothermal energy,
solar energy, and wind energy.
The total nameplate rating (maximum output) of the
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Business is booming for Canadian Waste Management, with plans to expand the Richmond landfill, a
mini-mountain built on Ontario farm land near Napanee, to six times its current size to hold Toronto
garbage. A recent assessment said the landfill was
most likely to leach, contaminatng water for several
municipalities and the nearby First Nations reserve.
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the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions and advertising. And we need staff with the appropriate expertise.
Watershed Supporters are essential to making this happen.

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities and libraries.
We wish to say a very special thank you to the Patrons
and Sustaining Subscribers without whose long-term
support and continued loyalty we could not have survived
these past fifteen years.

Sentinels
($ 500 - 1,499 annual donation):

Please make cheques payable to Friends of
Cortes Island and mail your donation to:

In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to herald the
approach of threats. Our Sentinel Supporters allow us to
keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned citizens
and activists.

A tax receipt will be mailed to you.

Watershed Sentinel Fund
P.0. Box 39,
Whaletown, BC
Canada V0P 1Z0.

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($ 200 - 499 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.
Patrons
($ 100 - 199 annual donation):

The Wish List: A $250 subscription to the InterAgency Press Service, so we can print more
news from outside North America.

Patrons support the public education program that is
an integral and essential part of our publication.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Agent Orange & Diabetes
The latest report of the Air Force
Health Study on the effects of exposure of US veterans to herbicides in
Vietnam in the 1960s confirms the
association of dioxin with adult-onset
diabetes. The Air Force Health Study
summarizes the results of the 2002
physical examination of 1,951 veterans, which is the final examination of
the 20-year epidemiological study.
Results suggest that as dioxin levels increase, not only are the presence
and severity of adult-onset diabetes
increased, but the time to onset of the
disease is decreased. A 166 percent
increase in diabetes requiring insulin
control was seen in those with the
highest levels of dioxin. This is consistent with the strong evidence found
in animal studies.
The study found no consistent
impact of dioxin on heart disease,
despite other studies, and a decrease
in cancer. Liver function was affected
and blood lipids were elevated and
increased with dioxin level.
The report emphasizes the results
cannot be generalized to other groups
which have been exposed in different
ways.
The report is available on the Air
Force Health Study Web site.
—News Release No. 682-05, United
States Department of Defense,
July 2005
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Anti-microbial soaps
An independent panel has been
appointed to report to the US Food
and Drug Administration on whether
anti-microbial soaps pose a long term
health threat by encouraging the
development of antibiotic-resistant
bacteria. The panel will also consider
whether the action of these soaps in
killing bacteria, rather than washing
them off hands as normal soap and
water does, leads to an actual reduction in infections. The panel will also
examine environmental effects.
A recent study published by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in which scientists observed
the development of bacteria in 224
households for a year, showed no significant increase in resistant bacteria
in houses using anti-bacterial instead
of regular soap. Nor did it show that
anti-bacterial soap led to healthier
homes than regular soap.
[See “9 Ways to Clean Without
Germ-Killing Soaps,” Watershed
Sentinel, May/July 2005.]
—Los Angeles Times,
latimes.com, October 2005
Victoria’s Sewage
An analysis of Victoria’s own
monitoring data has conclusively
proved that the seabed in the immediate vicinity of its raw sewage
outfalls has levels of toxic chemicals
— cadmium, copper, lead, mercury,
zinc, and various polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) — higher than
the levels prescribed under both
provincial legislation and national
guidelines for contaminated sites. The
Capital Regional District (CRD) had
compared the data with its own sediment quality guidelines, and then concluded that the marine environment in
the vicinity of the outfalls is not being
adversely impacted. However, environmental groups instead compared
the data with the more stringent concentration limits found in Schedule 9
9

of the BC Contaminated Sites Regulations (CSR). Of the 29 compounds
tested by the CRD, 19 exceeded the
CSR limits during 2000-2003 for a
“typical” contaminated site.
Subsequently, Sierra Legal Defence Fund, on behalf of the Georgia
Strait Alliance and T Buck Suzuki
Environmental Foundation, has made
an urgent request that British Columbia formally designate the underwater
areas surrounding Victoria’s sewage
outfalls as contaminated sites.
—Sierra Legal Defence Fund,
November 2005
US Chemical Weapons
The United States disposed of
chemical weapons after World War
II and until the 1970s by dumping
them offshore from at least 11 countries around the world including Italy,
France, India, Australia, the Philippines, Japan, Denmark and Norway,
according to a 2001 Army report. The
chemicals, including mustard gas, are
still potent, and are killing fishermen
and others, but there are insufficient
records to trace the discarded weapons of mass destruction. The Army
dumped at least 64 million pounds
of chemical warfare agents, and over
400,000 mustard gas-filled bombs
and rockets, off the United States,
and much more than that off other
countries.
—Hampton Roads Virginia
Daily Press, October 2005
Toxic Nation
An average of 44 harmful toxic
chemicals has been found inside every
person tested in a Canada-wide study.
Many of the chemicals are associated
with cancer, hormone disruption, reproductive disorders, respiratory illnesses and harming the development
of children. Environmental Defence is
calling for strengthening of Canada’s
pollution laws.
—Environmental Defence,
November 2005
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CLEARCUT OPINION

“Myself and three other friends
decided to see if we could help the
Ministry of Forestry and Pope/Talbot understand the importance of
these intact ancient stands of trees.
In late August we set up a workshop
on the Boyd Creek bridge.”
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back end of the Fish River. Fifteen years later my interest
had become concern for the ecological importance of preserving intact wilderness in BC’s interior wetbelt. Without
real ecological planning that re-invents both industrial logging and industrial tourism, we will soon lose a number
of threatened species such as Mountain Caribou, Grizzly,
Wolverine, Bulltrout, owls and a number of other species.
In 1999 BC’s Ministry of Forestry (MoF) gave Pope &
Talbot Logging of Nakusp road and clear-cutting permits
to cut the last ancient cedar/hemlock stands of the Battle/
McDougle and Boyd. Myself and two friends, one a member of the Sinixt Nation, decided to go and film these giant
trees. Our hope was to find indigenous artifacts and perhaps stop the clear-cuts. The Incomappleaux is believed to
be part of the “Grease Trail” used as a trade route for thousands of years by indigenous peoples of North America.
We did not find any artifacts. However, after three
days of hiking up the south side of Boyd Creek, we stopped
to rest at a large Grizzly wallow at the base of three giant
cedars. We were tired. We had hiked for three days to try
to cross Battle Creek and continue north, up the Incomappleaux. Because of unusually high creek levels we had not
found a place to cross safely.
A mouse scampered deliberately toward us, out onto a

& Common Laws

S

by Tom Prior

outheast of Revelstoke BC, the northeast reach of
Arrow Lake reservoir (Beaton) receives the glacial
waters of the Incomappleaux River from the ice in
Glacier National Park. In Nakusp and Kaslo, locals
call this hidden valley the “Fish River.”
Flowing south off the steep Selkirk Mountain peaks,
the early liquids of this river gorge down rock into tight
canyon torrents of mist and powerful waters. The Incomappleaux, like the Lardeau, Duncan, Westfall and Halfway
rivers are part of a larger ecological system known as the
interior wetbelt or inland rainforest. This area stretches
along the west side of the Rockies, south from the Robson
valley near Prince George to northeastern Washington.
The amount of precipitation received in some valleys,
along with the misting caused by constricted river and creek
systems, has created coastal-like flora and fauna. Cedar
trees at the confluence of the Incomappleaux and Battle
Creeks have been aged at 1800 years and measured at 40
feet in circumference. Recent cursory studies at Battle/
McDougle creek by UBC plant specialist Trevor Goward
and Toby Spribille from the University of Gottingen in Germany have discovered a number of oceanic macrolichen,
ferns and several new oceanic crustose species.
My interest in the Incomappleaux began in 1985: a
friend logging in the area spoke about giant trees at the
WATERSHED SENTINEL

“They would scoop up the last
low elevation ancient interior cedar
on the planet.”
moss covered branch over the wallow. The mouse raucously
chattered at us while spinning and chewing on a large seed.
We laughed and considered the magic of the mouse as we
continued down the Grizzly corridor.
The film we made in the summer of 2000 piqued the interest of several environmental groups and plant specialists
from BC and Europe. They managed to convince MoF and
Pope & Talbot to postpone clearcuts at Battle/McDougle
Creek for further studies. Last summer we found out Pope
& Talbot would clearcut in 2005 on Boyd Creek, an important old growth tributary of the upper Incommappleaux that
has vital wildlife corridors into the Duncan/Lardeau Rivers
10
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and Trout Lake on the east
ered our courage, sipped
side of this drainage. They
coffee, and made plans for
would then bridge from the
an international boycott
east side of the Incommapcampaign. Not willing to
pleaux and continue the 30
give up.
kilometers of clear-cut into
Four hours later, the
the remaining old growth/
grader driver came down
ancient forest at McDougle
the Boyd creek road,
Creek and scoop up the last
stopped his machine and
low elevation ancient interiapproached our camp fire
or cedar on the planet, leavwith a wide grin. “Well...I
ing a small forest reserve at
guess those old trees don’t
the confluence of Battle on
wanna be logged, eh!” We
asked him what he was gothe east side...Clearcutting
ing on about. He explained
and roading down thousand
to us that he and the fallyear old trees.
ers had just received a
Myself and three other
radio message to evacuate
friends decided to see if we
because a large rockslide
could help the Ministry of
had come down and seriForestry and Pope & Talbot
ously compromised the only
understand the importance
bridge through the canyon
of these intact ancient stands
at the lower end of the valof trees. In late August we
ley. From his understanding
set up a workshop on the
there would be no logging
Boyd Creek bridge.
whatsoever, in the upper
Pope & Talbot was not
Incomappleaux, this winter.
willing to listen to our plans
He appeared to enjoy tellto create forest-related jobs
ing us this bit of news. We
that did not destroy wilderdanced.
ness integrity. They decided
Nature mounted her own blockade of
to play hardball. With a
the Boyd Creek cutblocks, when this
Our goal is to diafancy lawyer flown up from
substantial rockfall resulted in the postlogue with the people and
Vancouver they proceeded
families dependent on forest
to mis-use our justice sysponement of logging for at least a year.
related jobs in the east and
tem and quickly procured a
west Kootenays. We believe economic opportunities can be
court injunction/enforcement order. We obeyed the court
achieved that do not jeopardize the existence of Mountain
order and sadly removed our workshop equipment. ConCaribou and Grizzly or exacerbate global warming.
tractors moved in road building equipment.
Pope & Talbot and contractors wait to sue for our
homes to compensate them for eight days of profits they
I lay in my sleeping bag. Under a sheet of plastic
claim is owed from not clearcutting ancient forests.
pounding with rain, I tossed and turned, thinking about
that Mouse and a Grizzly sow with two cubs I had walked
We wait for the people of BC and Canada to wake up
into up Boyd Creek two weeks before. I knew the Grizand smell the fouling air and understand the ramifications
zlies would be poached or hunted from the soon-to-be new
of a frustrated justice system. A number of recent BC Suroad. And the Mouse would lose the shade and comfort of
preme court rulings express the concern some judges have
thousand year old trees. It was a terrible feeling of futility
for the misuse of our Common Law to arrest concerned
and injustice to witness the continued destruction of ancient
citizens without the right to a trial by their peers.
forests and the creatures dependent on this ecology.
The next morning, more road building equipment and

fallers headed up the existing road on the lower half of the
Boyd, which had been clearcut in the late 1980s. We gathWATERSHED SENTINEL
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Burns Bog
Bog Fire Reveals Need for More Education
Inundated with phone calls and emails about the September Burns Bog fire, the Burns Bog Conservation Society has released a short guide, “Burns Bog for Dummies,”
in an attempt to allay citizens’ fears and raise awareness.
The bog in the lower Fraser Valley of BC is one of the
great peat bogs of the world. “The number of inquiries that
we have received since the fire points to a greater need for
public education,” says Eliza Olson, president of the society. “Many people are discovering the bog for the first time
and wanting to know more about it.”
“Burns Bog for Dummies” includes the following
facts:
1) Large mammals will have likely escaped the fire,
and over time the bog itself can regenerate if the water table
is restored.
2) Fire aside, Burns Bog is often referred to as the
“Lungs (and Brita Filter) of the Lower Mainland,” soaking
up 4.5 million cars’ worth of air pollution in the form of
carbon dioxide, and filtering rainwater.
3) Bogs and other wetlands serve as excellent buffers
to storm surges such as those recently experienced during
Hurricane Katrina. When speaking of the bog, famous
English bog ecologist David Bellamy warns, “Drain or
impair (wetlands) in any way at your own risk.”
“From air and water purification to flood prevention
and valuable green space, Burns Bog is a vital pillar in
building the Greater Vancouver Regional District as a liveable region for future generations,” says Olson.
“And no, we don’t think people are dummies. We
encourage everyone to participate in our programs and discover that there’s no such thing as a dumb question.”

Since its inception in 1988, the Burns Bog Conservation Society has been guided by its mission, the “conservation and protection of Burns Bog.” The society has 5000
members, primarily in the Lower Mainland of BC. For
holiday gifts, visit the Burns Bog Conservation Society’s
in-office store at Unit #4 7953 - 120th St. in Delta.
Ph: 604.572.0373; Email: info@burnsbog.org
www.burnsbog.org
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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ENERGY FUTURES

T

by Guy Dauncey

hey are spinning
on the windswept
hills of southern Alberta, and on a hill
outside Whitehorse,
in the Yukon.
They are spinning
in downtown Toronto,
and along the shores
of the St Lawrence,
in Quebec. But there
are no wind turbines
spinning in British
Columbia — yet.

we are blessed with a
hydro system which can
be used like a battery.
When the wind is blowing, and the turbines are
putting energy into the
grid, the hydro engineers can hold back the
water in the dams. When
the wind stops, the dams
can do their part.
How much power
could wind turbines in
BC produce? A recent
study that was done for
BC Hydro suggested
that we have potential for 5,000 MW, enough to power
almost a million homes. The best locations are in the Peace
River country, on the northern end of Vancouver Island,
and along BC’s mid-coast off Haida Gwaii.
How much will it cost? The cost varies according to
the wind, ranging from 6 to 12 cents a kilowatt hour. The
owners of a 58.5 MW project that was recently scrapped at
Holberg, on northern Vancouver Island, negotiated a lowprice contract with BC Hydro before they knew how much
wind there was, and had to back out when the numbers
didn’t work.
Power from natural gas, for comparison, costs 9 cents
a kilowatt hour, which is guaranteed to increase since
North America has only enough gas left for ten more years.
Coal-fired power is still cheap, but coal is the dirtiest of all
fuels, and ‘clean coal’ technologies which will not produce
greenhouse gas emissions are still years off. Wind energy,
by contrast, is a gift from the sun (since it’s the sun’s heat
that causes the wind to blow). It is renewable, clean, and
goes on forever.
In Denmark, where the modern wind energy movement
began, farmers, teachers, and other people have formed
wind energy cooperatives, and own their own turbines.
Globally, a study from Stanford University has suggested
that the world could harvest five times more power from the
wind than we are currently using for all purposes.
The BC Sustainable Energy Association believes that
wind energy has a big future in BC, as long as policies and
rules are put in place to encourage it. Let’s hope we don’t
have to wait much longer!


The Wind
Blows for Free

The production of
electricity from the wind
is making rapid progress around the world. By the end of
2003, wind turbines had 39,000 megawatts (MW) of global
capacity. By the end of 2004, it had risen to 47,000 MW.
In Quebec, the government has just given approval for the
construction of a further 2,000 MW.
In Calgary, the public light rail system is powered by
twelve wind turbines located in the southern prairies, near
Pincher Creek. The program is called “Ride the Wind,” and
moves the Calgary C Trains while producing no greenhouse gas emissions at all. Wind generated electricity is
also powering many Calgary households which purchase
green electricity credits to show that their power has come
from Alberta’s turbines.
Overall, in Canada, wind turbines have 570 MW of
capacity. The Canadian Wind Energy Association believes
that Canada could have 10,000 megawatts of wind power
capacity by 2010.
But don’t wind turbines kill birds? Aren’t they ugly,
and noisy? And what happens when the wind is not blowing? These are all important questions.
The first generation of turbines with latticed frames
were certainly no friend of birds, especially if they were
badly located. But the new turbines have smooth tubular
stems, with nowhere for a bird to rest, and on average, studies show that they kill no more than one or two birds per
turbine per year. If we want to protect the birds, we should
look after our cats.
To some people wind turbines are ugly, but many people like their sleek designs, and see them as an emblem of
the future. If you live very close, they will sometimes produce a background noise, but most of Canada’s wind farms
are in remote areas where few people live.
What happens when the wind is not blowing? The
answer is simple: they stop turning. Here in BC, however,
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Guy Dauncey is President of the BC Sustainable Energy Association (www.bcsea.org), and author of the book Stormy Weather: 101 Solutions to Global Climate Change. He lives in Victoria.
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SAFE
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Childproofing for Environmental Health
When it comes to our children, it is better to be safe
than sorry. We can all take action to protect children from
being exposed to harmful pollutants. We can do this by
“childproofing” our homes, schools and communities for
environmental health. Action is needed before children are
conceived, as they grow and during all life stages until they
become adults.

Resources available through the Canadian Partnership for
Children’s Health and the Environment — www.healthy
environmentforkids.ca can tell you how you can help.

Children Are at Greater Risk than Adults

Children are growing and developing, and are uniquely
vulnerable to environmental contaminants. Relative to
their body size, children breathe, eat and drink more than
adults. This means that a child’s body will take in and absorb more contaminants. Children also behave differently.
Infants, toddlers and young children explore the world
with their hands and mouths. Therefore, their exposure to
contaminants in soil and house dust, on indoor and outdoor
surfaces, and in some consumer products is often greater
than most adult’s exposure to these items. As children grow
and develop, they have many “windows of vulnerability.”
Even before a baby is conceived, men and women should
avoid exposure to substances that might harm the sperm or
egg. Vulnerability continues during pregnancy, throughout
childhood and to the end of adolescence, as the brain, lungs
and reproductive system are still developing until adulthood.

Human activities have created dramatic changes in our
environment. Our children grow up in a world where the
air is polluted, the ozone layer is damaged and the climate
is changing. Every day, from the beginning of their lives,
children in Canada are exposed to potentially hazardous
substances where they live, learn and play. While the exposure to individual contaminants may be small, the total
exposure to many potentially harmful pollutants over a
child’s lifetime is of concern.
The best way to protect children is to reduce or eliminate as many known or suspected contaminants as possible
from our air, water, soil, food and products. This will take
time and must involve individuals, families, communities, business and all levels of government. At the same
time, parents and caregivers can do many things to better
protect children in their homes, schools and communities.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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tions in children are related to effects from environmental
pollution. It is a complex field to study and much remains
to be learned, but clear links are emerging. Indoor and outdoor air pollution, for example, are clearly linked to childhood asthma and other breathing problems.
For children in Canada, asthma is the most common
reason for being in hospital or missing school. Substances
such as lead, methylmercury, PCBs, nicotine, dioxins, solvents and some pesticides, are known to harm children’s
brains, even at the relatively low doses that can be commonly encountered in everyday life. Many more substances, such as flame retardants (or PBDEs), are suspected, but
our knowledge of these risks is limited.
At the same time, more children in Canada are experiencing learning and behaviour problems that may be
linked to chemical exposures, but our understanding of
environmental influences on children’s brains requires
more research. Toxic substances tend to be associated with
many different health effects. For example, air pollution is
linked with asthma as well as low birth weight and some
birth defects.
Many pesticides are linked to increased risk of cancer
and effects on the brain and lungs, as well as birth defects
and other negative effects on reproduction. Lead, dioxins,
PCBs, ionizing radiation and ultraviolet (UV) radiation are
also known to contribute to multiple health effects at higher
levels, but may be affecting children at much lower levels,
either singularly or in combination.

stances encountered by her own mother during pregnancy.
• Some toxic substances build up in animal fat, in some
fish, and in our bodies. Eat a healthy diet low in animal fats
and follow fish advisories to reduce your risk.
• Fish are nutritious. However, be aware that some
fish contain methylmercury. Children under 15, pregnant
women and women of child-bearing age should limit their
intake of certain fish.
• Fish lower in mercury can be eaten twice a week and
include shrimp, salmon, tilapia, pollock, catfish, “light”
canned tuna, farmed trout, haddock, flounder, canned sardines and breaded fish cakes or sticks.
• Fish high in mercury include swordfish, tilefish, marlin, shark, king mackerel, fresh or frozen tuna and canned
“white”/ albacore tuna. To play it safe, avoid eating these
fish or eat them only rarely (less than one meal per month).
• Sperm are formed continuously and may be harmed
by lead, pesticides and other contaminants.

During Pregnancy

Pregnancy is considered the most vulnerable time in
child development. Many contaminants can easily cross the
placenta and reach the fetus. This makes it very important
to avoid potentially toxic exposures while pregnant.
• Pregnant women and children should not participate
in renovations. Avoid renovation dust, oil paints, solvents,
varnishes, glues, degreasers and paint strippers.
• Pregnant and breastfeeding women should strictly
limit their intake of fish high in mercury.
• Consider choosing organic foods whenever possible.
• Choose non-toxic pest control methods when possible.
• Avoid dental x-rays and replacement of mercury fillings while pregnant if possible.
• For new or replacement dental fillings, ask about alternatives to mercury.
• Ask smokers not to smoke indoors.

In the face of uncertain, but potentially serious risks,
we need to take precautionary action.

There are many things that we can do to
protect our children! The following lists provide some childproofing tips and suggestions
to create a healthier environment for our
children. Some of these tips are intended for
certain life stages; however, most should be
used for children of all ages. To learn more
about what you can do, visit
www.healthyenvironmentforkids.ca.

While Cleaning

Children spend over 80 per cent of their time indoors.
Contaminants can be tracked inside from outdoors and can
originate from many sources inside the home. Most of these
contaminants end up in indoor air and house dust.

Before Conception

• Wash hands often.
• Take your shoes off at the door. Use washable entrance mats (wash separately from other laundry).
• Use a wet rag to remove dust and wash these rags
separately.

Before pregnancy, the health of both parents is important to a child’s health at birth and throughout the child’s
whole life. All the eggs a woman will release during her
lifetime are created while she is still in the womb. It is
therefore possible for a woman’s eggs to be affected by subWATERSHED SENTINEL
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Playing It Safe Continued
• Vacuum rugs and floors with a powerhead weekly
(twice a week in homes with a crawling child). Carefully
dispose of vacuum bags and dryer lint in the garbage. Do
not compost.
• Choose “green” cleaning products made with nontoxic ingredients.
• Avoid using aerosol sprays when possible.
• Discard old foam items (flame retardants in foam
build up in house dust).
• Don’t burn garbage, especially plastics and treated
wood.
• If you work with chemicals or in construction/
renovation shower when you get home and wash work
clothes separately.

Fish -- Good for Kids’ Heads
Children on the supplements of omega-3
fatty acids made
nine to 10 months’
progress in their
reading
A rigorous study
from Oxford University’s
department of physiology
has found that some 40% of
children with behavioural and
learning disorders made dramatic
improvements in reading and spelling when given supplements high in
omega-3 essential fats. Omega-3 (polyunsaturated) fatty acids, found in fish oils,
are essential for normal brain development
and function, and must be provided by the diet.
Their levels are low in the modern western diet,
which is considered to create a risk for cardiovascular
and inflammatory diseases.
In this study, researchers selected 117 children
aged five to 12 in 12 schools. The children were of
normal ability but were underachieving and were suspected of having problems with coordination or motor
skills. For three months half of the children were given
supplements of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, and
half were given placebos of olive oil. Neither children
nor researchers knew which children were getting the
fish oil. After three months, the children on placebo
were also given the fish oils. No effect on motor skills
was apparent, but significant improvements for active treatment versus placebo were found in reading,
spelling and behavior over 3 months. Children on the
supplements of omega-3 fatty acids made nine to 10
months’ progress in their reading. Following the crossover, similar changes were seen in the placebo-active
group, while children continuing with active treatment
maintained or improved their progress.

While Feeding

Everyone is exposed to trace levels of contaminants
in food. Breast milk can also contain small amounts of
contaminants. However, health experts strongly agree that
breast milk is the healthiest food for babies.
• Breastfeed your baby. Breast is best!
• Eat a healthy diet with lots of whole grains, fruits and
vegetables.
• Choose low-fat meats and dairy, and low-mercury
fish.
• Choose a variety of organic and/or unprocessed foods
when you can, particularly those foods that your child eats
often.
• Avoid heating food or drinks in plastic containers (including baby bottles) or covering items with plastic wrap,
particularly when using the microwave. Use glass containers instead.
• Don’t use leaded crystal or lead-glazed pottery for
storing or serving food and drinks.
• Choose glass or ceramic storage containers to store
your food.
• Avoid cooking at high heat in non-stick pans to avoid
chemicals being released from the non-stick coating.
• Discard burnt food, especially from the BBQ, as it
contains cancer-causing chemicals.

While Playing

Children need to play. Outdoors, this requires protection from too much sun and smog. Special care is needed
using insect repellents. Indoors, toxic substances may be
found in toys, craft supplies, inexpensive jewellery and
other products.
• Try to keep children out of the sun between 11am and
4pm. To play it safe, stay in the shade and wear hats and
protective clothing.

—The Guardian, May 2005 and “The OxfordDurham study: a randomized controlled trial of
dietary supplementation with fatty acids in children
with developmental coordination disorder,” Alexandra
J. Richardson and Paul Montgomery Pediatrics 2005,
115(5):1360-1366

WATERSHED SENTINEL
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• While outdoors during periods of high heat and smog,
reduce strenuous activity, especially during afternoon rush
hour, drink lots of water and rest frequently.
• Follow label instructions carefully if using any insect
repellent.
• Apply a penetrating wood sealant (not paint) annually
to treat fences, picnic tables and play structures built with
pressure-treated wood bought before January 2004.
• Wash children’s hands after they play on any pressure-treated wood structures.
• Use non-toxic arts and crafts products and follow
label instructions.
• Avoid soft vinyl toys, especially those for teething
babies.
• Discourage children from using nail polish, nail
polish remover, cosmetics and hair dyes.
• Discard metal toys, jewellery, key chains or decorations that are dull grey, heavy for their size and easily
“draw” a grey line. They can contain dangerous levels of
lead.
• Discourage children and teens from extended use of
cell phones to reduce their exposure to radio waves.

Report calls for action on environmental
threats to children
In September, Dr. David McKeown, Toronto’s
Medical Officer of Health, released a report calling for
urgent action to address children’s environmental health.
“Environmental Threats to Children: Understanding
the Risks, Enabling Prevention” provides a summary of
current science and outlines priority areas for action by
governments and communities. Representatives of the
Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and Environment joined Dr. McKeown to launch a national campaign
promoting public education around the theme “Play it
Safe: Childproofing for Environmental Health.”
Dr. McKeown said children are more exposed than
adults to a range of environmental threats. “Their bodies
take in and absorb more contaminants than adults and are
less able to withstand harmful effects. Young children are
at greatest risk because their brains are more vulnerable,
but also because they are closer to everyday exposures,
such as lead in household dust.”
The research report highlights the impacts of environmental exposures on health conditions in Canadian
children, including rates of asthma, learning and behaviour problems and leukemia and brain tumours. “New research provides increasing evidence that children’s health
is at risk from exposure to environmental contaminants
but our knowledge is still disturbingly inadequate,” said
Dr. McKeown.
The report calls for a Children’s Environmental
Health Program to lead research and coordinate resources and a national study of Canadian children and a biomonitoring program to gather
data on
risks to health.
— Toronto Public
Health, September 2005

While Renovating/Decorating

Renovation dust can contain high levels of lead, asbestos and other toxic contaminants. Renovation and decorating products, such as solvents, paints and glues, can contain
strong chemicals. New building materials, furnishings and
rugs may release volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
• Do not involve pregnant women or children in any
renovation activities.
• Inform yourself about risks from leaded paint and
asbestos in pre-1980 homes.
• Closely follow safety guidelines on labels to protect
yourself and your family.
• Never sand old painted surfaces.
• Isolate renovation areas from the rest of the house.
• Vacuum frequently to remove dust and ventilate areas
where solvents or glues are used.
• Plan to renovate in summer when you can open windows.
• Seal-off heating/cooling
vents during all renovations.
• Choose less toxic products,
such as low-VOC paints, finishes and
adhesives. Try to avoid products with
hazard symbols.
• Keep work clothes and shoes separate
Continued on Page 20 a
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ist.” Just as students are now entitled to “peanut-free” areas
because of allergy potential, students would be informed
and given a right to avoid exposure to an asthmagen, for
instance, or a carcinogen such as formaldehyde, if the exposure could cause them harm.
And what are some of the health and environmental
concerns associated with exposure to these chemicals?
Some cleaning and maintenance products have been linked
to learning disabilities, attention deficits and asthma. Some
chemicals in science and art labs are associated with possible future reproductive problems, and some of the chemicals in these products are known carcinogens. Mercury
from broken thermometers and lab spills in past years can
create low levels of toxic mercury that can affect children’s
neurological development.
There’s good reason to start resisting our exposure to
this chemical trespass. Children are particularly vulnerable
to the effects of toxic chemicals because of their higher
metabolic rate and because their bodies are continuing to
develop from birth until after puberty. Exposure to certain
chemicals at critical times of development can have permanent effects throughout adulthood in terms of reproductive
issues. The incidence of childhood cancer in Canada is up
28% since the 1970s. The growing rate of early puberty in
girls as young as 7 and 8 is associated with chemical exposures, as are increasing incidents of asthma, autism and
learning disorders in children.
Let’s work together to assert our rights to toxin-free
schools for our children. Approach the school trustees in
your district and ask them to show support and sign the
Students’ Environmental Bill of Rights. Your trustees will
either become champions for a toxin-free school, or they
will show their colours and we can focus some efforts on
educating them about these issues.
This initiative is supported by the BC Teachers’ Federation and many other staff who work in the schools.

Stopping Chemical

Trespass
by Mae Burrows,Executive Director,
Labour Emvironmental Alliance Society

W

hat’s a parent to do when her teenager comes
home complaining about a burning throat and
eyes from the powder cleaner used in his art
class? Or the parent who thinks that the paint solvent used
to paint the halls and classrooms might contain a reproductive toxin, or the rug cleaner — a carcinogen? Or the child
who thinks her asthma is worse at school than anywhere
else?
Employees in schools — custodians, secretaries, principals and teachers — have the right-to-know about and
the right to deal with, any toxin in their work environment.
And many custodians in the BC school system have done
a great job through their union’s health and safety committee (CUPE) in identifying toxins in cleaning products and
finding good substitutes. The right-to-know, right-to-participate, right-to-refuse exposure to harmful substances, as
well as the right to not be discriminated against for asserting these rights, are in the Workers Compensation Board
regulations. Workers are increasingly asserting their rights
about exposure to toxins.
But students (and parents) don’t have these same
rights, so the Labour Environmental Alliance (LEAS) is
promoting a Students’ Environmental Bill of Rights. The
aim is to get commitments from school trustees to allow
parents and students to obtain information about exposures
to toxins, and participate in decisions about how the toxins
are dealt with. Trustees could commit to putting in place
inventories and buying policies that would protect students
from exposure at school.
The Students’ Environmental Bill of Rights would give
students and parents the right to refuse to enter a classroom
“where harmful substances are reasonably believed to exWATERSHED SENTINEL

Related classroom material
LEAS has produced a nine-unit Chemical Trespass
Learning Resource package for classroom use in grades
8-11 science and social studies. In addition, the Chemical
Trespass Taking Action Portfolio allows senior students
to gather all their required portfolio credits with a series
of activities, including school and home toxin audits, and
work related to the volunteer, job, art, and information technology credits. A LEAS youth presenter will provide a 1-2
hour interactive workshop on chemical trespass.

For further information contact the
Labour Environmental Alliance Society, 1203 – 207 West
Hastings Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 1H7
Ph: 604-669-1921. Email:info@leas.ca
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Students’ Environmental Bill of Rights
Whereas children and youth are human beings and are entitled to fundamental rights and freedoms; and
Whereas, as the next generation, children and youth have a right to expect stewardship of the environment;
and
Whereas due to their size and the delicate nature of physical development, young people are more vulnerable
to injury from toxic chemicals than adults; and
Whereas it is the duty of adults to take care that children are protected from such injury and to ensure that
children are educated and informed so that they may protect themselves; and
Whereas to ensure their safety and care, parents and children must have the right to know what toxic
chemicals they may be exposed to and the risk those chemicals pose to human health and the environment;
and
Whereas the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child makes it clear that governments are bound
to assist parents and families in fulfilling their primary responsibility to ensure their children’s safety and care,
and to protect the rights of children.
Therefore, the ________________________________ School Board declares:
• All students and their parents or guardians within the school district shall have the right to know what toxic
chemicals are known to exist in their school environment and the health and environmental hazards associated
with them, and shall be entitled to protection from the risks of exposure to such harmful chemicals.
• All students within the school district shall be entitled to refuse to enter a classroom or place of learning
where potentially harmful substances are reasonably believed to exist, and their parents or guardians shall be
entitled to refuse to allow their child to enter a classroom or place of learning where harmful substances are
reasonably believed to exist.
• School officials will actively seek alternatives to substances known to contain ingredients that are suspected
or known to be harmful to the child, including carcinogens. sensitizing chemicals and reproductive toxins, as
well as any substances that have been declared CEPA-toxic by Environment Canada under the provisions of
the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.
• The school board will actively seek to eliminate toxic substances already present within the school
environment.
The foregoing rights shall apply to all students within the school district without discrimination according
to race, colour, sex, sexual orientation, ability/disability, ethnic origin, language, region, property or class,
religion, or any other distinction. The foregoing rights apply to all students attending schools within the
school district, regardless of whether they actually reside within the school district or are visiting from another
school district, district or town.
Please mail completed declaration to Labour Environmental Alliance Society 1203–207 West Hastings
Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H7
Tel: 604-669-1921 fax: 604-696-9627
info@leas.ca www.leas.ca
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Playing It Safe Continued

New Seattle Policy
Protects Kids from Pesticides

from other clothes. Wash work clothes separately.

In September, the Seattle School Board unanimously
adopted a cutting-edge policy to protect students from exposure to hazardous pesticides at school.
The policy responds to growing evidence that pesticides
can interfere with children’s ability to learn and can cause
other serious health problems. Under the new policy, pesticides linked to cancer, nervous system damage, and other
health risks will be avoided.
The policy is a result of years of work by dedicated
school district employees, board members, and community
members. A Community Advisory Committee including
district staff members, parents, doctors, and experts drafted
the policy recommendations.
The policy and procedures include:
•
Use of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) at all school
sites, with a focus on pest prevention and use of only
least-toxic pesticides.
•
Clear criteria for evaluating pesticides that eliminate
the use of pesticides that can contribute to cancer, nervous system damage, reproductive harm, hormone disruption, or damage to the environment. Exceptions to
the criteria are evaluated for emergencies or persistent
problems.
•
Prior notification of pesticide use to all parents and
staff.
•
Creation of an on-going IPM committee to assist with
implementation.
Seattle joins several other districts in Washington State
with strong pesticide-reduction policies, including the Vancouver, Bainbridge Island, and Sedro-Woolley districts. The
policy will now go into effect at all of Seattle’s 100 sites.
— Washington Toxics Coalition, September 2005

• Don’t burn renovation waste that contains painted
or varnished surfaces, pressure-treated wood or synthetic
materials, such as old flooring or roofing materials.

Protecting Children is a Shared Responsibility!

Children need clean air to breathe, safe water to drink,
healthy food to eat and safe products to use. As adults, we
must take action to create healthy environments for children to grow, learn and play. It is our duty to be proactive
in protecting our children — after all, they depend on us to
keep them safe.
Together, we can make a difference! Here are some
other things that we can all do:
• Apply these childproofing suggestions in our communities, as consumers, and in early learning or child care
centres, schools and playgrounds.
• Ask stores to carry non-toxic products.
• Ask your local, provincial and national government
representatives to put policies and laws in place that protect
children’s health from environmental hazards (for example,
a municipal by-law to restrict the cosmetic use of pesticides). See the Children’s Bill of Rights on page 19.
• Encourage business and industry to use nontoxic
substances throughout their production processes and in
their products.
• We can all contribute to a healthier environment
by reducing electricity use, walking instead of driving,
supporting measures to curb urban sprawl and expanding
public transit. To learn more about what communities and
governments can do to protect children’s health, and for
more details on things that you can do, see

Eco-Healthy Child Care
Preschools in Oregon now have the option of getting
a special Eco-Healthy Child Care designation from the
Oregon Environmental
Council.
Participants
have to agreed to comply with at least 20 out
of 25 suggested ways to
reduce exposure to toxics such as pesticides,
lead and mercury. So
far, 250 preschools and
day care providers have
requested the “to do”
list, and 20 have met the
qualifications.

Child Health and the Environment — A Primer,
available at www.healthyenvironmentforkids.ca
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Photo by Ester Strijbos

Produced by the Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and Environment (CPCHE) is a
group of organizations
that have been working together since 2001
to protect children’s
health from environthe Friends of Cortes Island
mental exposures and
Sustainability Education Fund
toxic chemicals.

— The Oregonian, October 2005
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EU bans toxics
in plastic toys
In July the European Parliament banned six chemicals, used to soften plastic, from children’s toys. Phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP, which are classified as toxic
to reproduction, have been banned in all toys and childcare articles. DINP, DIDP and DNOP have been banned
in toys and childcare articles that can be put in the mouth.
The new rules will be mandatory by autumn 2006.
The ban follows evidence that the chemicals, shown
to damage the kidneys, liver and sex organs in animals,
can be ingested by children who suck the products.
Greenpeace first showed that children were being exposed to high levels of these chemicals in 1997, when
it tested a wide range of popular PVC plastic toys, such
as bath ducks, dolls and baby’s teethers. Following the
Greenpeace report, the European Parliament introduced
an emergency, temporary ban on these phthalates in
some products in 1999, and removed some products from
the shelves. Greenpeace notes that a bitter battle ensued
for eight years while the chemical and toy industries
fought against the bans.
“This ban was hard won and means that plastic toys
sold in Europe will be safer. However, if parents want to
be sure to protect their children, we advise them not to
buy anything made from PVC or vinyl because laws are
still not tight enough to prevent this plastic damaging our
health and environment,” said Nadia Haiama-Neurohr of
Greenpeace European Unit.
Greenpeace tested more toys on the European
market in the spring of 2005. The study found Spiderman Flip ‘n Zip and Mattel’s Barbie “Fashion Fever”
contained high levels of the harmful phthalate DINP and
detected phthalate DIDP at 1% by weight in the Barbie
doll. Toys contained other phthalates such as DCHP and
DEHP as well as other classes of undesirable ingredients,
namely organotins and nonylphenol. See ‘The Chemical
Shopping Basket – Chemical Analyses of 12 Consumer
Products’ at http://eu.greenpeace.org
— Greenpeace, July 2005
For information on cleaner products you can
buy:
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/Products/Toxics/
For information about phthalates, see Greenpeace
report, Consuming Chemicals (May 2003), pp 62-64,
at
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/MultimediaFiles/
Live/FullReport/5679.pdf
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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NEWS

Around The World
overuse of fertilizers, the discharge of untreated sewage,
and rising emissions from vehicles and factories,” says
Klaus Toepfer, UNEP’s executive director. “Nitrogen and
phosphorus from these sources is being discharged into
rivers and the coastal environment or being deposited
from the atmosphere, triggering alarming and sometimes
irreversible effects.”
—BioScience, July 2005

50 Million Environmental Refugees
The current 10 million environmental refugees in
the world could rise to 50 million within 5 years, according to experts at the United Nations University in Bonn.
. Such refugees from deteriorating soil and water are not
recognized by current international agreements and do not
have access to assistance. The rise of vulnerable coastal
megacities increases the danger. New Zealand has already
agreed to accept the 11,500 residents of the Pacific island of
Tuvalu, but another 100 million people live in areas below
or at sea level or vulnerable to storm surge. In Alaska, 213
towns are threatened by tides which are coming 3 metres
further inland every year.
—The Guardian, October 2005

Greenland Ice Cap

EU Chemical Registration

The European Union chemicals regulation, known
as Reach (Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of
Chemicals), was close to final acceptance in late November. The law would force industry to register some 30,000
substances with a new EU chemicals agency, and to demonstrate that production and use of these substances poses
no threat to humans and the environment.
Those of highest concern, such as carcinogens, would require authorisation to be used.
“The number of
The program was weakened by an agreedead zones has
ment to exempt about half the chemicals
doubled with
because they are used in low quantities, but
each passing
may yet include a requirement to use safe
decade.”
alternatives for hazardous substances.
— Planet Ark, November 2005

Glaciers in Greenland are melting
faster than predicted in soaring Arctic temperatures, with the largest glacier retreating
4 and a half miles since 2000. The centre of
the ice cap is 150 miles away. The complete
disappearance of the ice cap would raise sea
levels by 20 feet, flooding low lying cities like
London and countries like Bangladesh.
The fresh water from the melt also has the potential
to shut down the Gulf Stream, plunging Europe into a dramatically colder climate like that of Labrador. Even before
this new information about the Greenland ice cap, scientists
had already put the odds of this happening in this century at
50:50. When the Gulf Stream last failed 12,700 years ago,
Britain was covered in permafrost for 1,300 years.
—London Independent, November 2005

Self Sacrifice for Pantanal
Veteran environmental activist Francisco Anselmo de
Barros died in November after setting himself on fire to save
the Pantanal wetlands in west-central Brazil. The wetlands
are being cleared to grow sugarcane for ethanol fuel. The
Pantanal wetlands system is protected by the Brazilian
constitution, as a national natural heritage site.
De Barros left letters for friends and other
environmental groups saying his action was the only way
to “wake people up.” The Brazilian environment minister
pledged legal action if necessary to prevent sugarcane
alcohol plants along the edges of the Pantanal.
Earlier this year, a Roman Catholic bishop ended an
eleven day fast which he threatened to continue to death
after the government agreed to re-open debate on a scheme
to divert the Sao Francisco river to semiarid areas.
—IPS News, November 2005

Coastal Dead Zones and Red Tides
Worldwide, there are now some 146 coastal dead
zones. Since the 1960s, according to a report by the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Global
Environment Outlook Year Book 2003, the number of dead
zones has doubled with each passing decade. Most are
seasonal, but some persist year-round.
“Humankind is engaged in a gigantic global
[experiment] as a result of the inefficient [use] and often
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Z Law of the Land continued
we will have to turn to each other and take care of all
ogy. In great measure, solutions are already present.
the human beings here on earth. There is no boundary that
Across the United States, communities, cities and
will protect an environment from a suffering humanity.”
states are rising up with one “no” and many “yeses.” States
As those holding power well know, the creation of
are voluntarily banding together to cut carbon emissions,
wealth is largely dependent on public policy and the public
install renewable energy sources, and reduce and eliminate
purse. We must change public policy to serve the common
toxic chemicals. One hundred thirty-two mayors came
good. Imagine creating a Green Deal, a green public works
together this summer to share practical urban solutions to
program to jump-start the restoramitigate global warming at the local
tion. We can launch it just by shiftlevel and reinvent their infrastrucThis movement, this new supering the current existing subsidies to
tures. Over 395 communities across
power, has been called the “dreaming
speed the transition to renewable
the political spectrum have passed
revolution.”
energy, ecological agriculture, and
resolutions denying the Patriot Act’s
a robust public health system based
intrusion on civil liberties, and 280
on wellness, disease prevention and the restoration of the
more are developing them. These are not left-right issues.
ecosystems on which all health depends.
This is about our common survival, our quality of life, our
With a Green Deal, we can reboot a flawed domestic
freedom. This is about the future of our grandchildren and
economy that the IMF now warns is heading for a “wrenchthe land that will care for them. This is about what we love.
ing correction.” We can reverse what Warren Buffet calls
As Pete Seeger said “The world is going to be saved by peoour “sharecropper society.” We can attend immediately to
ple saving their own homes.”
our crumbling, misbegotten infrastructure, to which the
This movement, this new superpower, has been called
American Society of Civil Engineers just gave a near failthe “dreaming revolution.” That’s what we are here to do
ing grade of “D.”…
together: re-imagine the world. We’re dreaming a world
where many worlds can fit. It is at once a new dream and an
These kinds of favorable government policies have
ancient dream.
made Germany and Japan the world leaders in wind and solar energy. Toyota and Nissan are posting huge profits while
The Lakota prayer says it with simple elegance:
Ford and GM credit ratings have sunk to junk-bond status.
“All my relations.” We are learning the hard way that all
Global business is already moving steadily into clean techlife is connected, that we are all connected, that we are all
nology investments, which are expanding exponentially.
related. The scientists are confirming what the poets and
Ironically, a growing sector of the US business community
mystics have known all along: that we are all one. As Leslie
is chafing at our government’s retrograde policies while it
Gray, the Native American psychologist and teacher, puts
watches other countries seize the lead.
it, “In a universe of beings intimately related, the biosphere
What does restoration look like? The South African
is our family, and that family has family values. The famgovernment started a series of programs in 1995. After the
ily values of this American land are gratitude - respect for
Working for Water program hired unemployed people to
nature’s cycles - the sacred - harmony - and above all, reciclear thirsty alien trees from important watersheds, rivers
procity - don’t take something without giving something
began to run again that had been dry for forty years. Workback. What needs to happen is a return to these traditional
ing for Wetlands is restoring marshes to purify polluted
American values.”
water. Working on Fire sends crews to prevent and control
wildfires. Working for Woodlands is reforesting subtropical
We come together to give thanks, to celebrate, to
thickets to sequester carbon from the atmosphere and supwalk in beauty. What we hold sacred is life itself. It’s time
port biodiversity. These programs serve as job training and
for the law of the land to return as the law of our land.
often hire the poorest of the poor. This is what restoration

looks like.
Author and filmmaker Kenny Ausubel is the foundAs David Suzuki says, “The real bottom line is the
er and co-executive director of Bioneers. The annual
biological bottom line. We are animals who live within the
conference is a gathering of scientific and social innoexquisite confines of the air, water and land where life exvators who have demonstrated visionary and practical
ists. It’s the biosphere that is the source of everything that
models for restoring the Earth and communities.
matters to us including the economy.” This biological bottom line offers us the happy marriage of economy and ecol©Independent Media Institute. Reprinted with permission.
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QUIZ

Test your knowledge with the following questions: (please circle your answers)
1. Recycling one tonne of newspaper saves 3 cubic metres of landfill, 4000 kilowatt
hours of energy, 29,000 litres of water, 30 kgs. of air pollution and:
a) 3 trees
b) 17 trees
c) 25 trees

2. By the age of six months, Canadians have consumed as much resources as the average person in a developing country consumes in his/her lifetime. What percentage of all
food produced in North America is wasted?
a) 5%
b) 14%
c) 27%

3. It is estimated that 270,000 tonnes of paper are used for 13 billion pieces of direct
mail delivered in Canada each year. This represents:
a) 500,000 trees
b) 4.5 million trees
c) not to worry-they’ll grow back

4) Plastic products are difficult to recycle, take up valuable space in landfill and make
up a large portion of litter on land, waterways and shorelines. Each week Canadian shoppers take home an average of:
a) 10 million plastic bags
b) 27 million plastic bags
c) 55 million plastic bags

5) Each Canadian throws away approximately 1⁄2 kilogram of packaging daily. What
percentage of a municipality’s waste stream by volume is packaging?
a) 10%
b) 33%
c) 50%
The Ontario Government has directed that 60% of a Municipality’s solid waste must be diverted from landfill by 2008. The BC government has long had a goal of 50% waste reduction,
and the Vancouver has again run out of landfill space. Let’s make every day a waste reduction
day. Practice the 3Rs at home, at school and in your workplace.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Produce
d
by the
Zero
Waste A
6) In 1998 the Canadian steel industry recycled over 8 million tonnes
Team to ction
of steel. What is the most recycled consumer product in the world?
ce
Waste R lebrate
a) automobiles
eductio
n
Week in
b) metal cans
Octoc) construction materials
ber.
7. Materials can take anywhere from a few weeks to thousands of years
to decompose. Headlines can be read on newspapers that had been in landfill for
forty years. A littered aluminum can, will break down by natural causes after:
QUIZ

a) five years
b) 300 years
c) the cows come home

8) Aluminum is the most valuable material in your blue bag and recycled aluminum is
as good as aluminum made from freshly mined bauxite. The percentage of energy saved
by manufacturing aluminum cans with recycled material is:
a) Insignificant
b) 45 %
c) 95%

9) Computers and monitors contain toxic elements such as lead, mercury and cadmium which can contaminate air, water and land. The amount of information technology
equipment that will be disposed of by Canadians in 2005 is:
a) 28,000 tonnes
b) 70,000 tonnes
c) mind boggling

10) The manufacture of disposable diapers in Canada consumes 65,000 tonnes of
pulp, 8,800 tonnes of plastic and 9,800 tonnes of packing material. The number of disposable diapers thrown away each year in Canada is:
a) 200 million
b) 500 million
c) 1.7 billion

11) According to Environment Canada, landfill sites account for about 38% of Canada’s
total methane emissions. How many times more potent a greenhouse gas is methane than
carbon dioxide?
a) 20 times
b) 30 times
c) they are equally potent

12) Dioxins are endocrine disruptors and known carcinogens which enter the air and are
deposited in agricultural areas. Humans are exposed to dioxins through their food, mainly
meat and dairy products and their fats. The larges dioxin emissions sector in Ontario is:
a) refineries
b) smelters
c) open burning of household garbage
Canadians use more energy and generate more pollution in vehicular travel than they do in
the production of all goods, the operation of all commercial enterprises, or the running of their
homes. Walk, bicycle, car pool or take the bus — we can all make a difference.
Answers: 1,b; 2,c; 3,b; 4,c; 5,c; 6,a; 7,b; 8,c; 9,b; 10,c; 11,b; 12,c.
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The Smell of Money
Hydrogen Sulphide and Suicide?
By Angela K. Spivey, University of North Carolina School of Medicine
Suicide rates two and three times the average in
North Carolina counties may be linked to releases of hydrogen sulfide and other airborne chemicals from a nearby
paper mill and possibly other industrial sites, according to
a University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill psychiatrist.
The findings of a new study were presented in November to
the US Psychiatric and Mental Health Congress.
The study’s lead author is Dr. Richard H. Weisler, adjunct professor of psychiatry at UNC’s School of Medicine,
adjunct assistant professor of psychiatry at Duke University
Medical Center and volunteer with the Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League, or BREDL.
“We clearly know there have been increases in suicides
during this time period when there were also operational
changes at the paper mill,” said Weisler. “The 1997 spike
in suicides in Haywood County corresponded to a switch
to Bleach Filtrate Recycle in late 1996. Whether there is a
connection between the increased suicides and operational
changes has yet to be determined.”
The Haywood County mill uses Bleach Filtrate Recycle, or BFR, to help remove chlorine and other toxins from
the waste discharged into the Pigeon River. But Weisler and
co-authors said they questioned whether or not a cleaner
river comes at the cost of dirtier air.
“The burning of chlorinated compounds that BFR
potentially entails, as well as a possible increase in plant
volume, may have led to increased releases of dioxins and
other harmful compounds into the air,” Weisler said. “The
switch to BFR, which involves burning of black liquor, may
have resulted in an increase in air quality problems.”
“Black liquor” is chemical and wood waste produced
when turning wood into paper pulp. Some paper mills,

including the Haywood County mill, burn black liquor to
produce electricity. The Haywood County mill has reported
releases of many chemicals, including more than 93,000
pounds of hydrogen sulfide in 2003. Studies of industries
such as asphalt plants, paper mills and sewage treatment
plants have shown that exposure to occupational levels of
hydrogen sulfide (10 parts per million for a 10-minute ceiling) can result in nervousness, mania, dementia and violence, Weisler said. It is unknown whether levels lower than
those to which nearby residents are exposed also would
influence brain chemistry. “I think it has to be explored,”
Weisler added.
In animal studies, hydrogen sulfide has been shown
to be a neurotoxin, altering levels of brain chemicals such
as serotonin, norepinephrine, dopamine, aspartate, GABA
and glutamate, the authors reported. “We speculate that hydrogen sulfide may serve as a marker for other potentially
neurotoxic compounds being released in this mountain valley,” Weisler said.
Other chemical releases reported by the paper mill include carbon disulfide, dimethyl disulfide, dimethyl sulfide
and methyl mercaptan.
“We hope there will be relevant and sensitive air monitoring, as well as a whole reassessment of whether or not
burning the black liquor and using Bleach Filtrate Recycle
is really the best approach to clean up the Pigeon River,”
Weisler said.
—University of North Carolina School of Medicine News
Release, November 2005
http://w w w.unc.edu /
news/archives/nov05/
haywood110705.html

Permission to Pollute
Two thirds of all toxic releases of the pulp and paper industry
are emitted to the air, according to the US Environmental Protection
Agency. There are no Canadian provincial or federal regulations on
toxic air releases from pulp mills - simply guidelines and recommendations. It’s up to the Ministry of Environment in BC and other provinces
to regulate through permits for each individual facility.
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Coal at Elk Falls

Join the Forum

Recently, despite protest from the We Wai Kai First
Nation (Cape Mudge) over the lack of consultation and
health impacts of the mill, and technical objections from
Reach for Unbleached! and the Sierra Club Quadra Group,
the BC government approved a permit allowing the Catalyst Paper Elk Falls mill in Campbell River to burn coal
indefinitely.
The Sierra Club of Canada, Quadra Island Group notes
that the Ministry of Environment constantly refers to emissions from Elk Falls as meeting or being below provincial
standards for various pollutants. However, these standards
are defined by measurements such as mg/m3 (milligrams
per cubic meter) and do not address total emissions. This
allows large mills such as Elk Falls to emit tonnes of pollutants per year and still be technically within the standards.
The Ministry of Environment has directed Elk Falls
to address other fuel sources to the boiler that can significantly reduce emissions. They are required to investigate
options for reducing the salt content in the wood waste used
as fuel in #5 power boiler. They also have to investigate
ways to discontinue using effluent treatment plant sludge
in #5 boiler.
“This sounds good but the Ministry will have to insist
on some action otherwise it will be investigated, found to
be unaffordable and pollution will go on as usual” said
clean air advocate Joan Sell of Sierra Quadra. “We will be
following progress on this closely.”
—Sierra Quadra Press Release, November 2005

You are invited to become a member of
the new Clean Air Clean Water Clean Paper
Forum from Reach for Unbleached! This is
the place to post news, questions, observations, opinions and information. Got a pulp
and/or paper question? Post it on our Forum
at
http://www.rfu.org.
Independent of industry or government,
there’s no place else like it on the Net!
You will be asked to register before you
can post, because we need to prevent porn
and hackers. This Pulp Info Centre Forum
is for the use of all – fish and water stewards, forest activists, industry management,
workers, communities and First Nations.
We know you all have good information to
share: participate!
creases toxic air emissions. The proposed permit unconditionally permits sludge incineration.
The acceptable fuels in the power boilers should be
strictly defined, including the salt content in salty hog
fuel, the removal of sludge as fuel and a strict definition
of wood waste. The proposed permit includes only a
definition of wood waste.
The Concerned Citizens of the Crofton Airshed are
demanding:
• A thorough review of mill operations resulting in an
assessment report to be completed as soon as possible
and distributed to stakeholders for information
• Agency referrals and public notice as set out in the
ministry’s own guidelines
• Public meetings held to gather input on this proposal
subsequent to the report completion.
—CACG (Crofton Airshed Citizens Group) News
Release, November 2005 www.croftonair.org
•

Back to the Drawing Board
on Crofton Air Permit Rewrite

Over the last two years, the BC Ministry of Environment has been re-writing the air permit for the Crofton
mill. The current permit effectively regulates only two
substances — Total Reduced Sulphur Compounds (TRS)
and Particulate Matter.
The draft permit makes it clear that the provincial government is taking no steps to further regulate mill emissions. Instead the proposed permit increases the allowable
discharge of emissions for the mill and limits only the same
two substances. While limits for particulate matter have
been lowered to reflect updated equipment, there are no
lower concentrations for TRS and some limits in the current permit have disappeared altogether.
• As with the current permit, there is no characterization
of emissions from bleach/chemical plants “Discharges
are typical emissions from the bleaching of pulp and
manufacture of bleaching chemicals.”
•

Mills on Welfare Coast to Coast

The Port Alice specialty sulphite mill appears to be
headed for a government bailout, whereby Swiss Charleston Investments would purchase the mill for a $1 and invest
up to $103 million to get the mill running again. In return,

The disposal of sludge by incineration in the power
boilers is an inappropriate disposal method and in-
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the BC government, a champion of free enterprise, would
accept financial responsibility for the toxic contamination
at the site (likely to be very considerable), guarantee a
source of logs at low or no stumpage, and keep the terms of
the agreement confidential. Implications for First Nations,
whose traditional territories are impacted at every stage,
are unknown.
In October the Newfoundland government agreed to a
$10 million annual bail out for an Abitibi mill in Stephenville Nfld.
—Globe & Mail, Canadian Press,
October and November 2005

applied to more land so it can expand its landfill and save a
million dollars. It is currently shipping its dioxin-contaminated ash to a landfill in Washington State. Dave Harris, a
resident of the Wildwood area next to the mill, fears that the
application is the first stage toward the mill burning Powell
River garbage in its top-of-the-line number 19 power boiler.
The town currently ships its garbage to Vancouver Island
for disposal.
—Powell River Peak, November 2005

Canadian Pollution on Increase

Companies in British Columbia emitted more than
286 million kilograms of air pollution in 2003, most of it
associated with respiratory illnesses such as asthma and
bronchitis, says a pollution overview released in October
by Environmental Defence and the Canadian Environmental Law Association.
Eight of the top 12 Dirty Dozen British Columbia
Air Polluters are in the pulp and paper sector. Combined
air pollution includes releases of toxic pollutants, such as
mercury and lead, and releases of Criteria Air Contaminants, responsible for smog and acid rain.
The analysis, completed using the newly-updated web
site www.PollutionWatch.org, is based on data submitted
by companies to Environment Canada for its national reporting program – the National Pollutant Release Inventory
(NPRI). The 2003 data are the most recently available.
Nationally, for core pollutants only, total releases and
transfers increased by 59% between 1995 and 2003 (from
198,038,625 kilograms in 1995 to 314,364,435 kilograms in
2003) and air releases increased by 13% (from 92,187,422
kilograms in 1995 to 104,584,666 kilograms in 2003). For
core pollutants and core facilities that have reported consistently between 1995 and 2003, total releases and transfers increased by 12% (from 165,126,949 kilograms in 1995
to 185,426,603 kilograms in 2003).
The
PollutionWatch
British
Columbia
fact
sheet is available on the PollutionWatch web site at
www.PollutionWatch.org

Powell River Landfill Expansion

The Catalyst mill in Powell River BC has applied to
add a block of land to its unique “Section 21” status. The
Powell River mill benefits from a most unusual clause in the
town incorporation act which makes it illegal for the town
to impact the mill’s economic well-being through the use of
tools such as zoning. The mill says it needs the exemption

New for Pulp Pollution Day

Every October 17th, Reach for Unbleached
marks Pulp Pollution Day, in memory of the 1994
Powell River disaster when a storage tank exploded,
rupturing adjacent tanks and resulting in a 600,000
litre chlorine dioxide spill. For 2005 Pulp Pollution
Day was the official launch date for a major new online activism tool and information resource on pulp
mill pollution and clean paper.
The new Reach for Unbleached website at http:
//www.rfu.org features a wealth of new opportunities
as well as all the information and links on pulp mills
and pollution that RFU has amassed. For years, the
RFU website has provided support and information
for people all over the world concerned about pulp
mill pollution. With the addition of new features and
an overhaul of the website architecture, it will allow
for even more accessible information.
To read the account of the Powell River spill, see
http://www.rfu.org/navigation/Librarydocs/CACW/
WindsofWarningPRSpill.htm
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Norske: Catalyst for Tax Cuts

In early October NorskeCanada changed its name to
Catalyst Papers, reflecting the brand of its catalogue papers.
Catalyst produces mechanical printing papers as well as
market pulp, with an annual capacity of 2.5 million tonnes.
The company has five mills employing 3,800 people on the
south coast of British Columbia.
The name change, however, didn’t change the Norske
strategy of driving down the taxes the company pays in the
communities where its mills are located, as a way to save
shareholders’ profit. That strategy is apparently approved
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precipitators at its other mills in the US where it burns tires,
it says it will only install the equipment in New York if the
“test burn” reveals that it is needed.
—New York Times, November 2005

by the BC provincial government. In September, Premier
Gordon Campbell sent Island mayors with Norske mills
in their municipalities a letter calling for lower taxes for
heavy industry, also known as removing economic growth
barriers: “the province has a critical interest in building a
competitive economic climate conducive to greater industrial development.” Roger McDonell, running for mayor in
Campbell River, suggested that the taxes should be cut in
half in return for a decrease in pollution from the mill.
The mayors of North Cowichan and Campbell River
appeared on the surface to be unimpressed by the letter,
although both towns are already shifting the tax burden to
residences. Catalyst’s Don McKendrick played the hitman
to the hilt, saying that the $8 million
a year Catalyst pays
FEATURE
in taxes to each municipality would be $4 million in other
parts of the province. In 2003 Powell River agreed to cut the
same company’s taxes by a million dollars over five years.
Meanwhile, playing out the same strategy in Brazil,
Norske Skogindustrier ASA, which is set to become the
world’s largest maker of newsprint, said they were delaying building a second paper machine at a Brazilian plant as
they wait for tax changes: “…We have had to postpone the
investment decision due to the tax changes which haven’t
been carried out.’’
—The Duncan Pictorial, Campbell River Mirror,
Bloomberg, October 2005

Pulp Wars in Latin Ameica
A longstanding battle continues to rage as Argentinean residents and their politicians protest plans for two
giant chlorine dioxide bleaching pulp mills across the river
in neighboring Uruguay. Uruguay has granted free trade
zone status to one of the mills, upon acceptance of its environmental permit.
Argentina is trying to stop the World Bank from loaning hundreds of millions of dollars to giant pulp company
Mets-Botnia and to the Spanish firm Ence for the new mills
which will produce 1.5 million tons of bleached eucalyptus
pulp. Amid protest marches and hard feelings about the
conflict between potential jobs versus pollution, the governor of the bordering Argentinean town has threatened to cut
off Uruguay’s access to natural gas. A letter to the World
Bank published on the World Rainforest Movement website
outlines a wide range of concerns from inadequate environmental assessment to the tripling expansion of eucalyptus
plantations to supply the mills (http://www.wrm.org.uy/
actors/WB/Letter_Uruguay.html). Argentina already has
about a dozen small dirty mills in operation.
InterPress Agency reports: “Although the plants in
Argentina are not equipped with the cleaner technologies
developed in recent years, up until now they have only been
targeted by sporadic, isolated complaints from environmental groups. The local residents affected by the pollution
have remained silent, either out of a lack of awareness or
the fear of losing a source of employment.” Now activists
in Argentina are also targeting those mills to go totally
chlorine free.
—Miami Herald, InterPress Service, October 2005

Vermont Fights Mill on Tire Burn

International Paper is persisting with its plans to burn
up to 72 tonnes of tires a day in its Ticonderoga, New York
mill, saving about $3.8 million US. Opponents, from physicians to organic farmers, and including the governor of
Vermont, which is downwind, claim the “test” burn will
increase airborne toxics. At a minimum they want the mill
to install an $8 million electrostatic precipitator and test
for very fine particulate matter (PM 2.5). Although IP has
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WATER

Putting the watershed first
By Oliver M. Brandes and Ellen Reynolds

Despite being one of the few relatively water rich
nations of the world, Canada’s freshwater resources are
under threat from many sides. Pollution, wasteful habits,
poor management, increasing urbanization and the looming spectre of climate change conspire to create scarcity.
According to Environment Canada, one in four Canadian cities has reported recent water shortages. Water
quantity – not necessarily quality – is the issue in many
communities. Yet, despite growing concern, action is taken
only when a crisis forces the issue. Conservation efforts are
ad hoc and short-term, not resolving the long-term “unsustainability” of Canadian water use..
To effectively change societal attitudes and instill a
Canadian “water ethic,” the federal government must take
the lead. Working with other levels of government and
involving all stakeholders, they can initiate a fundamental
shift in water management – from an approach that continues seeking supply to one that sees conservation as the best
source of “new” water.

Water – Canada’s most precious
resource – is in short supply in many
cities, due in large part to a governance
regime that continues to reinforce the
supply-oriented status quo.
A governance regime that puts the
watershed first is the starting point.
source. Currently, the process of permitting and regulating
the withdrawal of water for cities, industry, power production and irrigation for farms has little or no regard for the
health of the watershed. Sometimes, water allocations even
exceed the amount of water in a river. This approach runs
down our “natural capital” when we should be living on

At a Watershed
Canada stands at watershed concerning freshwater
management. And it’s only by “thinking like a watershed”
that sustainable water management will become a reality.
This means securing the long-term health of local ecosystems with a clear national strategy that makes ecosystem
health a central consideration in all decision making.
In some parts of the country, municipalities facing water shortages are taking aggressive measures to secure supplies. Fear of an arid future is beginning to wake Canadians
up. But the myth of abundance runs deep in our nation’s
consciousness and is reinforced by low water prices, lack
of public awareness and insufficient long-term planning.
Ineffective policies and regulations ensure the status quo
and contribute to a “bewilderingly complex administrative
galaxy” of water management where various public agencies and jurisdictions share authority over water without
proper coordination.
The result: tapped out ecosystems, environmental
damage and overburdened municipal water budgets drained
from the high cost of supply-driven infrastructure development.
Investing in sustainability

Copies of the report are available online at www.waterdsm.org or by request at
polis@uvic.ca or by phone at (250) 721-6388.

Water allocation in Canada provides the most compelling example of why good water management begins at the
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Rainwater Connection
Complete Rainwater
Collection Systems

the “interest.” Any financial planner would describe it as a
recipe for bankruptcy.
A long-term sustainable system withdraws water for
human needs only after ecological needs are met. When
the ecological limit of an aquifer, river basin or watershed
is reached, future water demand must be met through
increased productivity – unleashing the full potential of
demand management.
Most water experts agree that water savings of 20 to 50
per cent are readily available. Holistic water management
can be embedded in our governance institutions. It has been
done in other jurisdictions around the world and it can be
done here too.

Steel cisterns – polypropylene-lined,
5,000 – 30,000 gal. Roof washers, Debris
pails, High capacity filters

DESIGN *INSTALLATION *SERVICE
Bob Burgess 250-246-2155
Email bburgess@pacificcoast.net
www.rainwaterconnection.com

ECONEWS

www.earthfuture.com

Learning from other places
In Australia and South Africa, where a “water ethic”
was successfully established in the face of severe water
scarcity, water allocation systems respect ecosystem
needs. In both countries, watershed-based management
institutions protect ecosystems – nature is recognized as
a legitimate “user” of water and afforded the appropriate
legal rights.
In California, conservation planning, water efficiency
and improving water reuse and recycling are central to urban water management.
And in France, a “water parliament” devolves authority from centralized government control to a system of local management authorities operating on a basin-wide or
watershed level. Local authorities develop plans to address
basin-wide problems tailored to local conditions while
government guides and supports the process on a national
level.
These and other models provide signposts for Canadian
authorities on the route to sustainable water management.
It’s a long trek from here to sustainability, but a governance
regime that puts the watershed first is the starting point.
The tools and models are available. What we need now is
leadership.
Water is the strategic resource for the 21st Century.


serving
the vision of a
sustainable Vancouver Island since
1991 financed by its readers’ donations. If
you’d like to receive EcoNews every month contact
Guy Dauncey guydauncey@earthfuture.com

395 Conway Road, Victoria BC, V9E 2B9 250-881-1304

CONNECTING YOUR MONEY
W ITH YOUR VALUES
Caring Where Your Money Is Invested
Can Go Hand In Hand With Good Returns

TH E P I N C H G R O U P

Oliver M Brandes is the sustainable water project
leader at the University of Victoria’s The POLIS Project on
Ecological Governance and an author of At a Watershed:
Ecological governance and sustainable water management
in Canada. Ellen Reynolds is Communication Director at
the water project.
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Wild Times

LAST WORD

moved too. Government maps were replacing them with the
names of towns in far away England. Names like Surrey.
The 1880s was also the time logging operations in Surrey were moving into high gear, switching from horse and
oxen to steam power in order to haul out the huge old growth
logs. By 1929 the last stands of Surrey’s giant spruce, fir,
hemlock and red cedar were being felled at Green Timbers,
just east of Whalley. The ancient forest was done. Only the
big stumps remained. The logging companies moved on.

rabble
rousing in
the northern
rainforest

In ’72 a friend and I decided to check out a hiking
trail in the Chilliwack Valley we’d read about in a newspaper article. The piece by outdoors writer Tony Eberts said
that there were big red cedars. Live ones.
As we bounced up the Chilliwack logging road in my
battered Volkswagen beetle, huge logging trucks stuffed
with massive old growth red cedar logs blew past us in a
storm of dust and cedar bark bits. On the hillsides fresh
clearcuts oozed mud and debris down the slopes.
Sure enough, at the south end of Chilliwack Lake the
road ended and we arrived at the trailhead. My buddy and
I wandered down the path, turned the corner and walked
straight into what I had imagined my backyard had looked
like in the 1880s. There were groves of ancient red cedar
trees with trunks even larger in girth than the old stump
back home. Salmon schooled up in the clear pools of the
nearby river and bear paw prints stitched the entire length
of a sand bar.
Since that day I’ve hiked through surviving ancient red
cedar groves from Clayoquot Sound to the Elaho Valley and
from the Great Bear Rainforest to the Inland Rainforest.
I’ve seen where Native people have pried planks from the
old red cedar
trees
(often
without killing
them) to make
longhouses.
I’ve seen living trees with
bark strip scars
made
during
the construction of rope
and clothing.
I’ve even come
across old canoe
building
sites.

by Joe Foy

The Sweet Smell
of Red Cedar
Back in ’62 my parents decided to move on to a piece
of “bush land” on the eastern border of Surrey, just up the
hill from Langley city.
It didn’t take long for my brother and I to start nosing
through the salmonberry thickets. He was six and I was
eight.
We soon plunged into a green bushy world of big leaf
maples, alders, cottonwoods and vine maples. To our surprise and wonderment, there looming large amongst the
sword ferns and elder berry bushes ahead of us was what
appeared to be a huge black medieval castle! It was the
charred stump of an old growth red cedar tree.
In the years that followed we had many happy times
goofing around in the old hollow stump. Sometimes though,
I’d lay back and wonder about what the forest was like when
the stump had been a tree.
In fact the stump had been a tree only about 80 years
before our family had moved on to the land.
In the 1880s it had been part of the incredible Fraser
Valley old growth forest, carpeting the bottomlands from
the Burrard Peninsula to the Fraser Canyon. Back then the
Stolo Native people, who had lived in and been sustained by
these ancient forests since before time, had just been moved
onto tiny so-called “Indian reserves” by the Colonial government. The ancient Stolo names for the land were being
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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End the plunder of Red Cedar

First Nation Land Use Plan
Over the past several years, coastal logging companies

Photo by Joe Foy

have been really
nailing red cedar hard in a bid to boost drooping bottom lines, even using helicopters to hunt down the last old groves on
the steep mountainsides, like the last herds of buffalo were once hunted on the prairies. Where I now live in New Westminster I see rafts of red cedar in
chains being dragged up river to
the mills, where they are cut up
and exported to the USA, Europe
and Japan.
Recently though I’ve been
noticing a hopeful sign. Like
the sweet smell of cedar, First Nation’s land use plans are wafting
across the land.
For example, the Hupacasath
First Nation, located on southern
Vancouver Island in the Port Alberni area have recently completed a Land Use Plan for their territory. You can see it for yourself at
http://www.hupacasath.ca/
And the Heilsuk First Nation,
located at Bella Bella has completed one as well. You can see
theirs at http://www.ecotrustcan.org/heiltsuk.shtml

This recently
felled ancient red
cedar tree was
photographed
in the Klaskish
Valley on Northern
Vancouver
Island in 2003.

Both plans call for an end to the plunder of red cedar.
Not long ago the European Union banned the importation of grizzly bear heads and hides from BC citing the province’s
failure to look after the bears. Maybe its time the Europeans took a look at what’s been happening to red cedar.

Photo by Joe Foy

These two red
cedar canoes lie in
Tofino harbour. They
are owned and operated by members
of the Tla-o-qui-aht
First Nation under the
name Tlaook Cultural
Adventures. You can
learn more at http:
//www.tlaook.com/
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Here at home, I say it’s time to get First
Nations names back on the maps and their
stewardship back in the forests before all of
red cedar country becomes one big Surrey.
There’s not much time left.


Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the
Western Canada Wilderness Committee,
Canada’s largest citizen funded membership based wilderness preservation organization. WCWC currently has 28,000 members from
coast to coast to coast.
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For Seven Times Seven Generations
A live red cedar tree in the Klaskish Valley,
Vancouver Island, British Columbia 2003
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